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The B G News
Bowling Green State University

Friday

Most hostages freed;
armed hijackers end
9-hour siege on plane

Paperbacks
plentiful
at Pauper's

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - A dozen
Shiite Moslem gunmen who held 105
persons hostage on a hijacked Kuwaiti Airways jetliner for more than
nine hours freed most of their captives and left the plane early yesterday morning, control tower officials
said.
' It remained unclear whether the
hijackers kept some of the hostages.
One airport source, who declined to be
identified, said the hijackers took six
Libyans from the plane to a shantytown on the fringes of the airport.
The gunmen were protesting the
1978 disappearance of their religious
leader - Iranian-born clergyman
Imam Moussa Sadr - who vanished on
a trip to Libya.
Libyan officials have denied knowing anything of his disappearance.
Just before a bus pulled up and the
Eassengers descended, sources overeard a conversation in which the
pilot told the control tower the gunmen would keep six passengers as
hostages.
THE GUNMEN, whose hostages
included Arab diplomats and politicians aboard the commandeered
blue-and-white jetliner, opened fire at
least three times on the control tower
during negotiations with government
officials and religious leaders.
Reporters at the airport said the
control tower was hit several times,
and negotiators were forced to dive
for cover. This reporter also heard

by Marilyn Rosinski
News staff reporter
Like the nickel candy bar. cheap
paperback books have faded away.
But a bargin on recycled paperbacks can still be found amid the
shelves, boxes, stacks and piles of
books at Pauper's Book Store.
Proprietor Leo Schifferli keeps
over 10,000 volumes sorted according to subject matter and stacked
for sale. Subjects include gothics,
poetry, horror, mystery, hobbies
and biographies.
"We have 'How to' books and we
even have 'How not to' books," he
said.
IN ADDITION to paperback
books, Schifferli sells several daily
newspapers. He carries classic
hardbound editions, several oversized books, charts, some magazines (especially National Geographic), a few stray records,
some turn-of-the-century collectable volumes and a very few text
books.
While he prefers not to take text
books, he does take a few, especially literature books, as part of a
package deal.
"Our purpose is not to sell textbooks. I don't like books with questions at the end of the chapter.
There are three others in town to
handle those," Schifferli, who has
done work on two master's degrees, said.
"We don't keep lists of books (for
classes)," he said. But some English professors are 'on to us' and
send students to buy their literature selections here.
"OTHERS DON'T care where
their students buy their books," he
said.
When someone is moving out of
the area and wants to unload all his
books, Schifferli looks the batch
over and makes an offer for the
entire group.
But his basic stock is on paperbacks.
Typically the customers who
bring books for trade-in create an
on-going account that they can use
toward the purchase of other books
in the store. The amount Schifferli
credits customers is equal to about
half the selling value of that volume.
If a customer prefers cash, the
amount of the allowance is less.
When a customer buys books
against his account amount, the
state sales tax must still be paid in
cash.
"That's because the governor
doesn't accept my trade-in credits.
Maybe he doesn't even read,"
Schifferli said.
Taking trade-in books makes
Pauper's the only store in Bowling
Green that sells exclusively used
continued on page 5
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Don Judson brought a loaded 357
Magnum into his Creative Writing
class on Jan. 19. He removed all the
bullets but one, spun the barrel and
held the gun to his head.
He asked, "Is this a game?" No one
thought it was and even a few people
left the room. Those who stayed saw
Judson pull the trigger against his
head.
The gun did not go off.

by Joe Menzer
sports editor

staff photo by Dal* Omorl
Lao Schifferli, proprietor of Pauper's Bookstore, stands among some of his 10,000 volumes.

Wrestling, field hockey, and men's
and women's indoor track have been
dropped from varsity status at the
University, Athletic Director Jim
Lessig announced yesterday.
The action was taken with direction
from Interim President Dr. Michael
Ferrari, following recommendations
from the University's Intercollegiate
Athletics Committee.
"This is one of the most painful
decisions that any athletic program
has to make," Lessig said in a
statement released yesterday morning. "We feel particularly bad about
the young athletes who came to this
campus to participate in one of the
programs that has been dropped.
"We realize that we have to be a
part of the University's overall financial cutback," he continued. "We
have in the past attempted to reduce
costs through various measures. We
have already cut nearly $100,000 out of
our 1981-82 budget and have restricted
our spring trips to those teams who
can raise the necessary funds for
their trips through private gifts."
BG IS NOT the only Mid-American
Conference school initiating plans to

Some people were mad and upset,
while others believed it had been
some kind of a trick.
AT THE NEXT class meeting, Judson, a graduate assistant explained to
his class that he had brought in the
gun to make his students all better
writers.
"When studying a poet like Sylvia
Plath, it is important to be able to
relate to intensity. People have to be
willing to take a chance and put
themselves on the edge." he said.
Judson said some of the students

claimed that the bullets were not real
and others said that it had been a
slight of the hand and an empty cartridge had been slipped in.
Several of his students came up to
him after class on the day he pulled
the trigger and examined the bullets.
These students, Judson said, believed
the bullets were real. Judson said he
told these students that they were
right, and Judson told everyone in the
class that "they were right."
HE EXPLAINED thafit really did
not make any difference, because he

could not convey a definite reality to
the situation. He said it was a "silly,
dangerous and weird moment, but
that because of the pure honest reactions, it gave something form. I feel
that it became a positive experience
for the students."
On Feb. 18, a month after the incident, Judson was not in class. His
students were informed that he would
not be allowed in the classroom again.
He had violated a University code.
Judson now will be working in the
general studies writing office. "I feel

in all honesty, that while it doesn't
make me happy, I realize that the
administration had to deal with pressures. I'm sure they acted in the way
they thought best," Judson said.
"It was a very good class. So much
was coming out of it that I feel disappointed in being removed. I knew
what I did would cause waves, but I
would do it again. It was worthwhile
for the students and I benefited from
the experience too. It was impulsive,
but the demonstration was not an
continued on page S

Exchange students find discrimination
by Linda Perez
Newt staff reporter
Discrimination in housing and by
city police, two of the hardships experienced by the University's International students, were discussed at
SMterday's meeting of the Human
elations Commission.
Referring to an incident last year,
where one black African student was
allegedly abused by city police after
being arrested for erratic driving, Dr.
Edward Shuck, director of International Programs, said he was con-

LEBANESE government sources
also said the man identified as Hamza
had been involved in at least three
previous skyjackings.
Airport security vehicles surrounded the plane, parked about 300
yards from the Beirut terminal. Reporters said Lebanese security police
and sharpshooters had taken up positions at the airport but there was no
move to approach the plane.
Airport security sources said some
of the gunmen raced onto the tarmac
in a white sedan and started shooting
in the air with automatic weapons as
the passengers were disembarking
about 4:30 p.m. local time - 9:30 a.m.
EST.

Four University sports
lose varsity status

Instructor loses duties for teaching with gun
by CherOyn Guttmann
News reporter

what appeared to be artillery shelling
around the airport, which had been
sealed off by Syrian peacekeeping
troops and tanks.
The hijackers spoke against Libyan
leader Moammar Khadafy and demanded delegations be sent to the
Arab League in Tunis, where Khadafy
on Wednesday was holding talks with
Tunisian officials. They also demanded a delegations be sent to the
United Nations, according to conversations with the control tower overheard by this reporter.
The hijack leader, who called himself "Hamza" was identified by state
television as the leader of a band that
seized a Libyan plane last Dec. 8.

vinced that Police Chief Galen Ash
would never allow discriminate treatment of foreigners accused of a
crime.
"But I know police have been
tougher with African defendants,"
Shuck, the keynote speaker of the
meeting maintained. "He (the African student) wouldn't have been in
trouble if he had been white."
African students also have trouble
obtaining off-campus housing, he
said, describing many landlords as
wary of renting to them because they
often cannot pay their rent. Shuck

attributed this tendency to a general
carelessness, statistically indicated,
on the parts of African students in
handling their budgets.
"BUT I also know that there's an
unbelievable efficiency with many of
the African governments, particularly the governments of Nigeria,
Kenya and Ghana," he said, explaining that several students could not get
their money out of their countries.
"We (the University) must look down
the road for financial support to help
them in difficult times."

Shuck could not offer any simple
solutions to the problem of police
discrimination toward foreign students. When questioned about the
capacity of the mayor-appointed city
Human Relations Commission in alleviating this problem, he said there
was nothing much they could do.
Shuck did propose recruiting more
families to be involved in the volunteer Host Committee, which provides
foreign graduate students with homes
to stay at while studying at the University. Ninety families are involved
in this service.

But campus housing for undergraduate foreign students is required by
the University, Shuck maintained,
pointing to another problem facing
foreign students; dorm closings during vacation breaks.
WHILE STUDENTS can always
turn to host families or the families of
their roomates to take them in during
these periods, such courses of action
are considered unnatural, Shuck
maintained.
"It's an anomaly; we force them to
live here and then we kick them out,"
Shuck said.

drop varsity sports. Just last week,
the MAC Council of Presidents voted
to reduce the number of
championships sponsored by the conference.
The MAC, which currently sponsors
nine championships for men and nine
championships for women, will sponsor just eight each next year, with
each MAC school being required to
participate in six of the eight
championships. Cross country and
field hockey will no longer be MACsponsored sports, although the Falcon
athletic program will retain a cross
country program.
BG's athletic department has tried
other cost-cutting measures in the
past, but a continually increasing
financial bind left no further alternatives but to drop some varsity sports,
Lessig said.
"It is now apparent to us that to
meet any additional cuts leaves us
with no choice but to reduce the size of
our total sports program. I think we
will see almost all of the other schools
in the Mid-American Conference
making similar reductions," Lessig
added. "It will be our goal to sponsor
a somewhat smaller, but still very
high-quality athletic program."

Inside
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University equipment
manager Don 'Woody'
Woods, says that he
loves his job and the people he
works with.

4 An art professor at the
University of MissouriKansas, Eric Bransby,
says that there is renewed
interest in mural painting in
the U.S. and is givng lectures
here on the topic.
6 The Falcon leers face
the most important series of the season this
weekend in their quest for the
CCHA regular-season
championship.

Weather
Sunny. High 25-30, low in the
teens. Chance of precipitation
zero percent.
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Reverse discrimination
affects sexual equality
by James La Branche
University Student
The first thing I must do to open
this column is to apologize. You
see. I'm a male. In an effort to
make up for this shortcoming, I try
to back the cause of sexual equality
in my day to day living.
a male, however, there are
some things I just don't understand
about feminism. In my chauvinistic manner, I miss certian insights.
For example, I've heard that the
word "history" is a chauvinist
term by feminist standards. Is that
because it resembles "his story?"
I'm sure that is just coincidence.
Must we change a widely used
term merely because it bears a
coincidental resemblance to a possible prejudice translation?
Or is there also prejudice in
naming hurricanes only after
women? Should we reinteipret
Shakespeare to say, "Hell hath no
fury like a person's scorn?" This
may sound ridiculous, but where do
you draw the line?
But these trivial word games
surely are not the real aim of
feminism. Many say that feminism
stands solely for equality of the
sexes. Equal pay, equal opportunity, and equal treatment in General. It sounds obvious to me that
this should be so. But what is
'equal'?

Recently I read an article by S.R.
Biscoff, on how it is to be a woman
in our society. It was so one sided
that I felt the other side must be
presented.
S.R., imagine that you are a
caucasion male. You try to work
your waythrough college, but it
Isn't easy. Bosses want female
secretaries, restaurants want female waitresses, but you can wash
dishes.
When you finally graduate premedical school, you apply to a
highly respected university with a
three point eight average. Sorry. A
woman with a three point five was
accepted instead of you. University
programs such as Med school often
must accept a set amount of females, regardless. Quotas.
What about that great engineering job that Dad was up for?
Sorry. More quotas. A less experienced woman got the job.
Get the idea? Changing the word
'mailman' to 'being-being' is ridiculous, but there is a point to be
made. I don't want to be refused an
education because some maniac
raped your sister. I don't want to
lose a job because some idiot didn't
give his secretary a raise.
Reverse discrimination is just as
wrong as discrimination.
So refuse to shave your legs, or
refuse to use the English language,
it's your choice. But threaten my
future and you might regret it.
Because then I'll be fighting for
equality.

Peace proponents wage war on arms
Apart from a few latter-day and
residual hippie types, including one of
my nieces, the long-haired, Bohemian-dressed, often pungent-smelling, anti-Vietnam War set has passed
from the scene. Some nostalgic part
of me, and one part that delights in
nonconformity, misses them. And yet,
it must be confessed, many people
postponed aligning themselves with
the war-protest movement because of
the image the "peaceniks" gave it.
So what's the scene today? Are the
nuclear war resisters today wildeyed, pot-smoking, irresponsible
high-school drop-outs who couldn't
spell "neutron" if their beer supply
depended on it, and think ICBM is a
technical college in Indiana?
Remarkably, no. In the face of the
intolerable risks to the future of this
planet and of the human race, group
after group of "straight" persons ordinary citizens, distinguished scientists, respected moral leaders, knowledgeable politicians - are all adding
strength to a large and impressively
fast-growing body of people who are
convinced that, if there is a World
War III, there will be no winners, and
that the survivors will envy the dead
One of the most prestigious opponents of the nuclear arms race is
Australian-born doctor and scientist
Helen Caldicott. Caldicott, president
of Physicians for Social Responsibility, sketches two sobering facts of our
nuclear built up: li At present, we
can overkill the Russian population 40
times. Yet, there are anough H-bombs
on one Trident submarine to destroy
every major city in the northern
hemisphere, and we are planning to
build 27 such submarines at the stag-

Little wonder that, in October of
last year, the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists published an open letter to
President Reagan, which read in

Focus
by Pat Schnapp
Campus Minister, St. Thomas More
Bering cost of almost (6 billion each.
2) Within two years, we'll have developed a Launch-on-Warning system.
This means that when a computer in a
reconnaisance satellite detects something in Russia (and we have experienced malfunctioning computers
already), it sends a message to all the
missiles in America which will go off
in three minutes. And there's no human input. No human person will be
able to stop it. Grim facts.

our
rip

Part: "If we are to learn anything
from history, it is that development of
new weapons and bigger arsenals by
either the United States or the Soviet
Union inevitably leads to similar developments by the other side which
further undermines the security of
both nations." The letter goes on to
suggest that the greatest legacy this
Administration could leave for the
future of our country would be to
"help halt the arms race."
Much of the groundswell of opposition to our nuclear arsenal comes

from the churches, as well as from the
scientific community. Among the
many declarations on the arms race
made recently by bishops and other
spiritual leaders, the Vatican
Statement on Disarmament, Issued in
1976, stands out. It says, In part, "The
arms race is to be condemned unreservedly... (It is) itself an act of aggression against those who are the
victims of it. It is an act of aggression,
which amounts to a crime, for even
when they are not used, by their cost
alone, armaments kill the poor by
causing them to starve."
Workers for peace, pursuers of disarmament, take heart. You're in good
company, distinguished company.
And the company is growing.

coma* nawHona "itiwt aumum
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Reagan look-alike defends role,
promotes positive team support
To insure proper reception of this
letter, I will inform its readers at the
outset that the writer is none other
than that infamous gentleman who
has worn a mask of President Ronald
Reagan at athletic events and various
other activities around campus during the past five months. A great
multitude of people have voiced their
opinions, publicly and privately,
about my activities. Two gentlemen,
Joe Geary and Mike Fingerhuth, felt
strongly enough about the matter to
write into the BG News objecting to
what I do. Many students have waited
and wondered since the February 2
printing of that letter when the man
behind the mask would comment publicly, not aware that I had already
picked a proper time for such comment, well in advance of the February
2 letter. And sports fans, that time is
now.
Many times, I have sat down and
tried to evaluate myself, to find out
my true motives for impersonating
the President. There is definitely 'a
method to my madness,' as the saying
goes. Although spontaneity is an intergral part of what I do, I do not run
out recklessly to the basketball and
hockey games without any meaning
or purpose to my activities. There is a
logical process involved. And, going
hand in hand with the logic of what I
do, there is a logic in my motives and
my method of defending them. Bearing this in mind, and remembering
that the University is an institution of
higher learning I will now attempt to
advise Mr. Geary and Mr. Fingerhuth
on how they might better express
their "deep concern" over any issue
in print in the future. Please take
heed, fellas-your next victim may not
be quite so cordial.
First, make sure you use the proper
word with the proper meaning. Geary
and Fingerhuth state that they were
"writing this letter to express . . .
deep concern over the Ronald Reagan
imposter..." The proper word would

Focus
by Von Regan Davis
University Student

have been "impersonator," which the
American Heritage Dictionary defines as "A person who acts out the
character or part of." This is a far cry
from that same dictionary's definition
of "impostor" as "A person who deceives under an assumed identity,"
which by law is a criminal act. Not
once have I assumed the identity of
the president with the intent of deception. Everyone who sees me knows
that I am not Ronald Reagan, and
everything I do while under the mask
is an attempt to show people that even
though I look like him, I am not himonly a caricature of him. I am no
more an "impostor" than Rich Little.
I am an "impersonator." I have not
committed the crime of being an
"impostor," nor do I take kindly to
being publicly accused of committing
such a crime. I am not aware of what
Sour majors are, Geary and Fingeruth, but mine is pre-law, and let me
tell you-a libel suit is not a pretty
thing to see. Luckily for you, I am a
nice guy. But please don't do it again.
Second, don't make unfounded assumptions. Geary and Fingerhuth ask
a couple of questions-"Why is he
wearing the face of the President of
the United States? ? Are his motives to
suggest that BG's sporting events are
so important that the President of the
United States is here to watch??"then, instead of allowing me the privilege of answering them, they attempt
to answer for me-"We hardly feel
that these are his motives since Ronald Reagan hasn't been seen running
around at sporting events in gym
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shorts like a cheerleader." Gentlemen, another thing that I don't take
kindly to is someone who has never
even met me face-to-face attempting
to put words in my mouth for the
entire campus to see. I commend the
two of you for speaking out on something that you obviously have very
strong feelings about. In case you
haven't noticed, most students here
do not have the conviction and/or the
courage to do the same, regardless
the issue. But allow me to reply to
your comments. Don't do it for me.
It's very tacky.
Lastly, don't assume the power of
the majority without the support of
the majority. Geary and Fingerhuth
took it upon themselves to instruct me
as to my future •behavior, not in the
form of a request, but in the language
of a demand-"... just wear a tweed
suit, and hand out jelly beans... stay
off the gym floor and find a seat and
allow the cheerleaders to bring out
the crowd enthusiasm." Gentlemen,
the opinions of two people do not
intimidate me in the least. According
to the American concept of democracy, everyone has the right to express their opinion, and I, as a person,
would staunchly defend your right or
anyone's right to do so. But you presented no proof whatsoever that your
feelings were shared by the majority
of basketball and/or hockey fans, so
please don't attempt to dictate to me
as to my future actions without any
support for such dictations. "Allow
the cheerleaders to bring about the
crowd enthusiasm"? I have not prevented them from doing just that; I
have not tried to upstage them* while
they do that, and they certainly don't
need my permission to do that. The
next time you see a University
cheerleader, walk up and ask him or
her how they feel about what I do. See
if they share your feelings about the
man behind the Ronald Reagan mask.
I have talked with them, anal haven't
heard any complaints yet.
In conclusion, I challenge Mr. Geary, Mr. Fingerhuth, and anyone
else who doesn't like what I do to talk
to other fans about the matter. Talk to
the coaches and players. See if they
share your views. I don't think they
will, because I have already done
what I have challenged you to do. I
am not, nor h&ve I ever tried to be, a
cheerleader or a University mascot.
My purpose is simple-while everyone
talks about 'student apathy,' I have
tried to promote a positive team and
school spirit through the satirical
impersonation of President Ronald
Reagan as a Falcon sports fan. And
whenever I feel that wearing the
mask will promote school spirit, be
appreciated by the majority of people
present, and be enjoyable to me, then
''Ronald W. Reagan" will roam the
campus of BGSU, to show that at least
one student cares about his school.
Oh, and one more thing, Geary and
Fingerhuth and anyone else. My address is 146 Darrow Hall, and my
phone number Is 372-1477. It Is easy to
attack a mask, I wonder if you can so
strongly face the man behind it.

Letters-

Deadline today for
pageant sign-ups

On April 7,8 and 9, IFC and Panhellenic Council are sponsoring 1982's
edition of the Miss BGSU Scholarship
Pageant. The Pageant is open to all
women who attend the University.
Contestant sign-ups are being held
right now in room 425 Student Services Bldg. The deadline for contestant
sign-up is today, Friday, Feb. 26.
A common misconception about our
pageant is that it is a "Beauty Pageant." The Miss BGSU Scholarship
Pageant is just what It says, a scholarship pageant. Contestants are
judged on talent, intelligence and
scholarship. In fact, talent is 50% of
the competition. Thus, the winner will
not necessarily be the most beautiful
woman at the University, but could
conceivably be the most wellrounded.
The newly crowned "Miss BGSU"
will be our University's representative to the Miss Ohio Pageant. From
the Miss Ohio Pageant, she could
possibly go to the Miss America Pageant.
In the past, it has been felt that
many women, independant from sororities, have been tentative.in signing
up for the pageant. A woman need not

imm'1'i! ■:' ' '

worry about how much backing she
gets. It all comes down between just
her and the judges. We are looking
forward to seeing women from all
facets of our University.
We are looking forward to seeing
you too, the students, faculty and
community of Bowling Green. The
preliminaries will be held on April 7
and 8, with the final competition being
held on the 9. It all takes place in
Kobacker Hall. Good luck contestants!
Ray Farley
Aseoclate Director, Miaa BGSU Pageant
104 Rodgers

Do nothing government
or no nothing editor?
The editorial which appeared on
February 22 wishing to know what the
Student Government is up to, clearly
shows the "apathy" of its writer. It is
quite clear that the writer has not
taken the time to read the Student
Body Constitution, for if she had, she
would have found the following under
Article I, section 6, item 1.
' 'No later than three weeks after the
spring quarter Student Government
elections, any organization wishing to
have a seat in the General Assembly,
who is an officially registered Univer-

"slty &fgah!zallon",?epresentd a Stfpflflcant portion of the undergraduate
student population in either sheer size
and/or percentage of the respective
constituencies, provides service to the
University community, or is in some
way active in University policy-making shall present a petition to the
office of the Student Body President
giving significant evidence of meeting
the above specified criteria, warranting the issuance of a seat."
These organizations make up one
third (33%) of the General Assembly.
Until they have been selected, notified, and sworn in, the Student Government cannot take any actions on
legislative matters.
Three weeks have gone by the the
petitions are in. They are now in the
process of being examined by the
Student Body President and a committee selected to do just that. The
organizations will be notified and then
the General Assembly will have the
power it is given in the Constitution.
I ask the writer of the editorial to
read the Student Body Constitution. If
she doesn't have a copy let us know
here at Student Government and we
will be glad to send her a copy. After
all, which is worse, a do nothing
government or a know nothing editor?
Dan Rlea
Student Government Senator
670 Frazee Ave. #13
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'Woody'- 20 years with Falcons
by Tracy Collins
managing editor
As Bowling Green's hockey team
boarded its bus after a 6-5 overtime
victory over Western Michigan last
November, the players scng a song in
tribute to the man who has been as
much a part of Falcon hockey as any
Oer or coach, although his contnons often go unnoticed.
That man is equipment manager
Don Woods, who has been an omnipresent face on the team since it was club
sport in the mid-Sixties.
"Woody" has outlasted countless
players, and he is working on his third
coach. He has seen the best that
Bowling Green has had to offer, as
well as the worst. He is a man of a
thousand comebacks, a thousand
crude comments, a thousand wife
jokes, and a thousand stories about
the history of Falcon hockey.
Woody is as much a big Brother to
the players as their equipment manager. Rarely can he be seen sitting
with with the coaches or administration on the team bus - he is the one in
the back of the bus being beaten at
cardgames. But the job is not simply
a pasttime for him; when hockey is in
season, Woody spends at least 64
hours per week on the job. But the
people make the job • worthwile, he
"IF YOU don't enjoy people, then
you're in the wrong business with this
job," Woody said. "The name of the

game is people. If I didn't like working with the players and the coaches, I
definitely wouldn't be here."
Woody is in charge of controlling,
ordering and maintaining all of the
equipment, from sharpening the
skates to ordering the 1,200 sticks the
team goes through per season.
He first started working for the
athletic department while an undergraduate in 1962, as an student manager. He earned both his bachelor's
and master's degrees in HPER from
the University while working at the
job.
His job has allowed Woody to release some of the competitive urges
he was denied when his career as an
athlete was ended abruptly in 1959. A
metal brace on his left arm is a
constant reminder of what might
have been a fine athletic career. On
the opening kickoff of football season
in his junior year of high school, an
opponent drove his helmet under
woody's arm, doing irreparable damage to the nerves which control the
arm.
"I would say the job gives me some
competitive satisfaction, since I can't
participate," Woody said. "Not being
able to pirticipate in athletics was
hard, but it helped to be able to step in
and do this job.
"THE UNIVERSITY game me the
opportunity to do this job when I came
here as an undergraduate, and that is
something I have always appreciated.

I was happy that I would be able to
remain involved in athletics in some
capacity. If I had my choice, I would
rather play, but I don't have that
choice.
THE RELATIONSHIP between
Woody and the players is best exemClifted by his interaction with goal•nder Mike David. Since January,
David's stick has shown a tribute to
Woody - the "Sher-Wood" trademark
on the stick has been extended with a
"Y" written in marker. Woody and
David also have a pregame ritual
which takes place white David is
donning his equipment.
"When I help Mike on with his
jersey, he asks me, 'Do you have it in
you? " Woody said. "I always say,
yes, do you have it in you?' If that
makes him happy, that's fine with
me.
"I've always got a win in me. I've
been here for 15 years and I haven't
lost a game yet."
Writer's note: Alter repeated requests. Woody relented and listed his
all-time BGSU hockey team, with
first- and second-team all-star selections. Shown are his selections:
First Taam
Second Taam
Mike but

Goalie

Al Sarachman
Terry Miskolczi
Ken Morrow
Dafansa
John Mavily
Brian MacLellan Defense Tom Thomas
John Markell
Forward
Byron Shutt
Dave Easlon
Forward
Mike Bartley
George McPhee Forward
Mark Wells

Don Woods

staff photo by Dale Omori
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WE DO HAVE
1982-1983
HOUSING
NEWLOVE APTS.
336 S. MAIN
352-5163

JACK WHITE
POCKF.T BILLIARDS CHAMP

Formerly of
Formerly ot
ROMAN'S MACY'S HAIR-IN
HAIR DESIGN
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TODAY
2:00 Buckeye Room, Union
8:00 Sutdent Rec Center
^^^Free and open
W^
to all!

After a real thrilling first date...
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Dixie Electric Co. 2
Inc.
An Entertainment Utility

D~ DAY/LlTTL
PABTI
Friday Feb. 26th
No, D-Day doesn't mean that the
marines have landed; It's just our

way of saying that this LITTLE RINGS
PARTY we will be featuring the music
of the Doors, the ZWie SW(W
and Rick DeRmnger?.
This will be a party you won't want to

miss; great specials on

LITTLE KINGS

all

night long plus the sounds of the 3 D's.

Fridays at the Vctce are always

cuddle up with the reaj taste of beer.

special and nothing could be more
special than a combination of the

Doors, T>o&6u&, DeRRingeR...
and LITTLE KINGS.

Pabst Blue Ribbon.
©'9«Pab«B<**»ngComc*nv M**auMe W«cor*n

COME PLUG YOURSELF IN
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Preferred Properties

Classified employees wait for budget cuts, layoffs

835 High St. — Rental OHke-

Phone 352-9378
9:00—4:30 Monday—Friday

Apartment Complexes
Haven House
Piedmont - 8th & High St.
Birchwood Place• 650 Sixth St.
Meadowlark - 818 Seventh St.
707 Sixth St.
Small Bldgs. - Manville
(between Sixth & Seventh Sit.)

Features
2 Bedroom - carpeted and furnished * Gas heat a air
conditioning - gas cooking (Landlord pays gas) • Laundry areas in each building * Residents pay only light *
Lots ol closet space • 1 '/, bath.
Special Features
All residents win be granted membership to Health Spa,
a new facility built in 1981 & features the following:
Hydro Spa Whirlpool * Indoor Heated Pool * Metos
Sauna * Sun Lamps * Shower Massage # Complete
Exercise Facilities S Equipment
Other Rentals
Houses, efficiencies, 1 bedrooms
Furnished & Unfurnished

by Frank Walter
News reporter
The economic crunch
has silenced criticism that
classified employees had
about their rigid state-imposed pay schedules.
"People are just happy
to have a job right now/'
one employee, who asked
not to be identified, said.
Another classified employee, Suzanne Andrews,
an administrative secretary in the English Depart ment, said many
"employees don't know
what their future will be."
She said employees are
afraid the University is
going to layoff employees

CRITICISM centers on
the state's pay schedules
for classified employees.
Each classified employee
at the University is categorized into one of two stateimposed civil service pay
schedules.
A schedule lists the employees starting pay and

the number of raises or
steps the employee can
advance. An employee can
be placed in one of 25 pay
ranges.
"The way the state has
jobs classified and sets up
limits how far a person can
advance. Once you get to
the top of your pay schedule, you can't go any further, unless you are reclassified," the employee
explained. She is at the top
of her pay schedule and
feels there is little incentive for her to advance.
"There is a limit how far
anybody can advance in a
job," counters Walt Montenegro, University personnel assistant. He said

Bernadette Bednar
News staff reporter
They are painted on the
sides of buildings and the

April & Brian
Terri & Mike
Wendy & Brian
Laurel & Greg
Nancy & Randy
Lori C. & Dave
Nikki & John
Sue & Kevin
Laurie & Glen
Linda & Mike
Laura & Jim
Chery & Doug
Sue & John
Lori & Ron
Martha & Doug
P.J. & Lonnie
Lori S. & Dave

...it will be a night to remeber!

walls of airport terminals
and have become increasingly popular in recent
years. They are wall murals, and Eric Bransby,
professor of art at the University of Missouri-Kansas, said there is a new
revival in mural painting.
"The mural's ability^ to
convey moral truths is important," Bransby said.
The revival of interest in
murals began with the bicentennial in 1976, he said,
and he expects it to gain in
momentum.
"We are going through a
period of great social
change and consciousness, Bransby said. "We
suddenly realize we have
built great buildings with
bare walls that are-dehumanizing and lack decorative qualities," he said.
Bransby is at the University for a two-day series of
lectures in which he is giving three presentations on

fresco painting. Yesterday's presentations included a slide-lecture on
mural painting and a
fresco painting demonstration during which students
were allowed to participate. Today's presentation
will deal with 20th century
Mexican mural painting.
BRANSBY, who has had
25 commissions for murals, said he began painting them around World
War II through the Works
Projects Administration
begun by President Roosevelt While in the program,
he painted a mural in a
Kansas City high school, a
mural which is now pictured in the National Archives.
"There was a great deal
of mural painting going
on," he said. "I got hooked
and got hooked early."
A PROFESSOR at the

i
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On your College Ring

Panhellenic Council
would like to Congratulate
the following
Scholarship A ward winners:
Highest Pledge Class Average
Highest Big/Little Award
Highest Active Chapter Average
Active Chapter Improvement
Highest Total Chapter Average
Dean's Scholarship Trophy
Intramurals All Sports Award
Golden Torch Award
Florence Currier Award
Outstanding New Member
Jackie Gribbons Award
Carolyn Wood Award
Outstanding Greek Woman
All New Golden Torch Members
All Four Point Students

here, but I feel empathy
for those that do."
Andrews, the former
chair of the Personnel
Steering Committee,
agreed the system lacks
incentive for advancement. "I'm not in a good
position to criticize it because I don't have an alternative proposal."
SHE DID however suggest "merit increments^'
to reward good employees.
The other employee said
classified employees' salaries should match those at
other Universities and also
be competitive with those
same jobs in the private
sector. She admitted that
her wages right now are as

good if not better than persons working outside the
University.
Despite her frustration
with the pay schedule, she
said she finds intrinsic enjoyment in her job.
The University benefit
package includes retirement contributions, health
insurance, dental coverage, vision care and vacation allowances.
Montenegro said many
employees accept the pay
limitations, because they
value the job. "We have a
very faithful bunch of em. Bloyees. Even when we
ave bad weather they
make it in to work and do
what needs to be done."
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See your Jostens' Representative.
February 22-27

DATE

AZ
A*
AX12
Ar
r$B

Judy Markel
Julie Miller
Kim Morrison
Chris Skowronek
Lisa Gravette

Have You Secured a Place
to Live for Next Fall?
We Have 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
Available Summer & Fall.
Relax in Your Own Private Pool
No Heat Bills to Pay
No Cablevision to Pay

4t-—^
Stop out today and choose one
Office at 400 Napoleon Rd.
Hours Mon - Fri 8:30 - 5:00
Sat Feb. 27th 10 -3

University of Missouri for
17 years, Bransby says he
stresses basic art principles to the graduate students he teaches. "I am
concerned they learn basically to draw and design
well,'' he said. A good
background in art history
is also important to gain a
real understanding of art
development, he said.
"The public's taste is
climbing," he said. In Kansas City, more people are
attending cultural events

than sports events. Years
ago, he said not many people attended the art museums. Now, he says, "you
can hardly battle the
crowds in an art gallery."
This increased interest in
art means the public will
be more critical, Bransby
said.
RESEARCH GRANTS
allowed Bransby to study
early murals in Italy,
France and Istanbul. He
also has received several
awards including the N.T.

Veatch Award for distinguished research and creative activity by the
University of Missouri,
where he teaches art.
Bransby was one of five
finalists in a recent national art competition in
San Diego and has entered
several other competitions. Asked if he will ever
stop painting, the 64 yearold professor said: "I may
retire from teaching, but I
won't stop painting. It's too
much fun.

BG logDr. Harold Cruse, professor of history at the University of Michigan, will keynote the
third annual Black Hall of Fame Awards on Feb. 28 at 7:30 p.m. in the Amani Room of
the Northeast Commons.
The Falconettes, the University's precision skating team, will perform at the BGMichigan hockey game tonight. Senior co-captains Laurie Kaufman and Barb Brod will
be honored after the performance.
A Wood County department of transportation employee was killed yesterday
morning when the snow removal vehicle he was driving was hit by an Amtrak train.
Gerald Eschedor, 42, of 43138 Cloverdale Rd., Bowling Green, was northbound on
Pemberville Road when he proceeded to cross the railroad tracks 1.7 miles north of
state Route 75. The vehicle was struck by the westbound train and caught fire.
Conrad Croning, 58, of 1364 Glenview Rd., Toledo, and several passengers were
injured.
The Graduate Student Student is sponsoring their seventh annual Blue Grass
Festival featuring "The Hot Mud Family."
"The Hot Mud Family," from southern Ohio, has performed in the Bowling Green
area for seven \ears. The group's specialty is folk songs and ballads.

Meadowview Court
Apartments

Ar Betsy Collier/Laura Ware
AXft Lisa Strommen/Pam Harper

Winthrop Terrace
Apart ments

mam/mamm

employees accept the pay
schedule because the benefits at the University are so
good.
"ITS FUNNY; some
people come in here
screaming that the carpenter down in Perrysburg
is making $12 an hour, but
you don't see them leaving," Montenegro said.
They stay because "the
University is a way of
life," he explained. Employees enjoy the University activities such as the
sports and cultural activities available to them.
"I like the jobs here. I've
always been able to
move," Andrews added. "I
don't feel I'm trapped

Artist lectures on mural revival, fresco paintings

Saturday Night will be just right
for the Gamma Phis and their guys
Gamma Phis moon will be Shining Bright
on you at the Crescent formal...
Jeanne - Mom <$ Murk
Laura & Don
Blocher & John
Mary c? Jeff
Amy & Dave
Julee & Jeff
Deb & Michael
Lynne & Dan
Heidi & Lloyd
Lynn & Tony
Susan & Terry
Chris & Scott
Brenda & Douglas
Lisa & Steve
Gwynne & Bob
Jennifer & Rich
Jill & Mike

because of the financial
situation of state-funded
schools.
Classified employees, 1,118 strong, work for the
University in such nonacademic and nonadministrative jobs as stenographers,
clerks, secretaries, maintenance workers and data
processors, among others.

PUCE

University Bookstore

214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Green
Phono: 352-1195
SPECIAL RATES
ON FALL LEASES, 1982
furnished or unfurnished
Hour*: Mon.-Frt. 9-12 4 1-5
Sat 10-2
1 Bdrm: Unfurnished; $250
2 bdrm: Unfurnished; $265
Furnished; $270
Furnished $285
Landlord Pays All Utilities
Landkxc Pays Gas Heat
Resident Ptys Electric Lights
1 Bdrm: Unfurnished; $200
Efficiencies:
Furnished; $225
Unfurnished;
$200
Landlord Pays Gas Heat
Furnished; $225
Resident Pays Electric Lights
Landlord Pays Al Undoes
• Laundry facilities available • Gas heat
• Swimming pool • Party room
• Game room • Sauna
>!BMM*nt»Ar«anM*dThaJ?rM«g* PI A M»mb«n>r» To Th« Ctwrrywood H»«»i Sp«

PHI KAPPA TAU
WINTER FORMAL 1982
TIM & SUE
BOB & LILI
DAVE & LINDA
DALE & AMY
ROB & ELLEN
BOB & BETH
JIM & KATHY
MIKE & BARB
TOM R. & JODY
BARRY & DONNA
SMOOTH CAT & SMOOTH KITTEN
SUGER MILLS & THE HUNTER

TOM & HOLLY
FERGY & BETH
CHUCKLES & KAY
HARPO & STEPHANIE
GUCKER & GROVER
JEFF & LORI
BILL & ELAINE
RICK & JOEY
LESTER & MONA LISA
DAVE & BECKY
HARDCORE & ANN
TONY & MELINDA

ARE YOU READY FOR IT?
POOL PARTY STARTS AT 1:30

I ^o&xfio^Sv^--| presents
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UPER |$i
AVERS
PECIAL
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-When you »toy Friday or
I Saturday. present this
■coupon to our cashier
I when you chock In. This
coupon entitles you to
| lodging for one night, bot
I tied champagne and flow .,
en Each coupon is valid for \
|one night only. The Super \A
I Savers Special may not be V-i
used In conjunction with
| special rates, groups or
• special event periods.
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roulette aa
error," Judson said.
JUDSON explained that
he really doesn't mind his
new assignment. "I'd
rather be teaching, but I
can accept the assignment
and get my degree. After I
graduate I'm not sure
where I'll g6 but it won't be
flat and full of snow," h°
said.
Judson said he is working on a novel and wants as
much time as possible to
write.
"As far as I understand,
there are no other repercussions. It is over and it

books

Ohio hikes gas tax to improve roads

was a peaceful ending,"
Judson said.
Class members said they
were disappointed at the
loss of their instructor and
at the prospect of re-adjusting to a new instructor
with three weeks left in the
quarter.
SANDY HENLINE, a senior Journalism major and
member of the class, said,
"Guns don't belone in the
classroom. But why he did
it should have been considered. We lost an admirable
and intense instuctor."
Another class member
who had left the room on

that day, Debbie Heidler,
an English major, explained, "I was probably
more upset than anyone
else in the class. Don
called me personally to
explain. I think he's a
damn good teacher. I'm
not sure whether I approve
of the gun incident or not,
but I know I do not approve
of him being removed from
our class. I feel that the
students have been hurt by
it."
Scott Millhorn, an advertising major, said he found
the gun situation to be appropriate, especially when

discussing someone as
deeply intense as Sylvia
Plath.
"DON OBVIOUSLY
knew exactly what he was
doing or he never would
have pulled such a stunt.
No one was harmed and it
was a very effective means
of making us understand
intensity, which is totally
lacking in Bowling
Green," Millhorn said.
"Some people will argue
that it's absurd to even
think of allowing a gun in a
classroom, but as a freshm a n in a rifle
marksmanship class I had

a .22 rifle placed in my
hands. Should the instructor have been fired for
placing a dangerous
weapon into the hands of
someone that for all he
knows is a psychopath?"
Millhorn asked.
"Don's being removed
from his teaching position
was unfair not only to him
but to myself and the other
class members who have
to re-adjust to a new teacher. I thoroughly enjoyed
every class period I had
with Don - what a rarity at
Bowling Green!" Millhorn
said.

COLUMBUS (AP) - The
state gasoline tax is being
pumped up by 1.4 cents per
gallon Monday, but motorists might feel the effects
more on the highway than
in the wallet.
Revenue from the higher
tax will allow the Ohio Department of Transportation to repave hundreds of
miles more of potholescarred roads than otherwise possible.
Consumers probably will
not notice the tax increase
because of drops in retail
fuel prices that nave or are
expected to occur. Gaso-
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Deb & Kris
Bridget & Jon
Karen & Jeff
Been & Fitzie
Beth & Kelly
Jill & Marc
Cindy & Bob
Terry & Jim
Kerry & Rich
Tracey & Mike
Carolyn & Mike
Anne & Joe
Berly & Bert
Nancy & Wes
Sara & Ben
Ellen & Kevin
Pam & Tim
Lisa & Brian
Mary & Tim
Chris & Willy

JAZZ

BY
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Reynolds
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Mary & Frank
Elaine & Mike
Carol & Jeff
Meianie & Scott
Lorie & Chuck
Karen & Bob
Nancy & Bill
Susan & Jim
■ Dana & Mike
Diane & Jim
Sue&Lo
Michele & Artie
Susan & Dwayne
Linda & Mark
Lisa & Animal
Denise & Kevin
Kim & Joe
Mary & Mike
Patty & Eric
Shannon & Mac
Kathy & Dave

featuring

HOT MUD FAMILY

* HOUSES FOR 7/8 STUDENTS
• APARTMENTS FOR m STUDENTS
ALL NEAR CAMPUS / 9 MOS. LEASES

February 27 8-11:30
St. Thomas More's

•■

m2Vl mos leases

available
starting at $170.00 per monthCarty Apts. ($425 for the
entire summer
•Houses & Rooms also
available for summer
rentals
• Efficiencies available on short or long term leases
Phone: 352-7365
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SALTWATER COMBO SPECIAL"

29 gal. TANK $9.99
with purchase of a hood (29.99)
. The Pet Emporium announces that the successful keeping of the
brilliantly colored marine fishes is now within the capacity of the most advanced aquarists and even many beginners. Gone are the days when a
marine aquarist was a special breed who's luck depended on trial and error. Today there are a large number of marine aquarists who by virtue of
new equipment that overcomes many of the earlier problems, are able to
keep these fishes for such a long time that they eithert outgrow the tanks
or die of old age. The Pet Emporium gives the beginner or expert aquarist
a chance to become part of thhis fast growing hobby by offering the largest
selection of saltwater fish in Northwest Ohio and the most competetJve
prices.

(
"Come and see the new saltwater shipment'
Wrrtt Dtytona BMCTI Rnon Arm
Mr Ch«lM Humphrry

PO Bov2l60. CaytonaBMcn. a320t5 I
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Jennifer & Joe
Nancy & Judd
Judith & Jeff
Weaver & Beaver
Teri & Steve
Sue & Andy
Merc & Jim
Melissa & Bruce
Meg & Pat.
Maureen & Michael
Suana & Michael
J.B &M.W. M.D.
Sandy & Chris
Kelli & Del
Anne & Joe
Brooke & Brad
Regma & Brant
Natalie & Donn
Kathy & Dave
Mary Jo & Chuck
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SEVENTH ANNUAL
BLUE GRASS FESTIVAL

M1>

"No longer is salt bad for YOU!"

~ft

Findlay, Ohio

ATTENTION
GRADUATE STUDENTS!

GARTY
APARTMENTS
& HOUSES
QI 1MMFR
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HOWARD'S CLUB H

February 27, 1982

quarter. These are the rare mood strikes us, " he said. that request. When the just pays the listed price,"
onesthat people collect.
Schifferli likes to run his book comes in, and they all he said. For example, if he
"Paperbacks are business with a strong per- eventually do, he'll contact has a book on the shelf that
doomed to destruction sonal touch.
the customer.
has a missing cover and is
when they are first issued.
"I like people who hag- marked 55 cents, the cusWhen the customer is
They are not archival qual- looking for a particular gle over the prices. It takes tomer can discuss the
THE CURRENT favor- ity because they are title, he will make note of all the fun out if someone price with him.
ite among bookstore cus- printed on newsprint, he
tomers is the gothic novel. said.
The price escalation for
Schifferli says some readers consume four or five paperbacks did not begin
books each week. He de- until after the late 60s. A
scribes this genre: "You copy of a Perry Mason
mystery novel published in
can always tell one (a mys
gothic novel) because the 1968 carries a reasonable
cover shows a pretty girl, price of 50 cents.
hair streaming behind her
PRESENTS
IN ADDITION to the
as she runs from an unseen
FQLK
assailant. There is always thousands of books for
browsing,
some
books
are
a castle in the backkept in the rear storage
V- ENTERTAINMENT
ground."
But no matter what pa- room because it is only
trons prefer, a big savings feasable to keep a certain
can be made over the cost number of duplicates on
of a new book. A recently the front shelves. When the
published historical novel number of books for sale at
by Dannille Steele, The Pauper's grows, more
FRIDAY, 9 PM
SATURDAY 9 PM
Ring lists for $3.95 new. shelves are added. "My
Paupers sells it for (2.50. friend and I hammer out a
$1.
COVER
$1 COVER
When the customer returns few new shelves as the
the book for a trade-in, he
gets $1.30 credit. It costs
one-third the original price
for reading the book.
The first paperoack pubThe Winners Of The Kappa Sigma
lished by Pocket Books
Grocery Raffle to Support- Wood
was Lost' Horizon by
James Hilton in 1939. It
Lane Schools.
was so popular that the
$125.00 Linda Coventry
market grew rapidly. It
and others like it only cost
$100.00 Kim Cope
25 cents. Many did not
have the price even printed
$ 75.00 Mike Soehnlen
on them because everyone
kflfiw _that they were a
recreational reading
material. Many of his customers are students who
want a book to read that
isn't required.

and oversupply. Another 4
cents per gallon decline
has been forecast-

ALPHA CHI OMEGA

from page 1

Congratulations To:

line prices fell by 6 cents
nationally over the last
year due to lower demand

/>
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Falcon sweep would secure crown

The BG News
Obsidian and
The Key

by Tracy Collins
managing editor
"...you think that maybe it's over,
only if you want it to be..."
Those words to Kenny Loggins' "This Is It"
have been used time and again to accent the
drama of the NCAA basketball tournament
finals, but the same words are more than
appropriate to set the stage for this weekend's
hockey series between Bowling Green and
Michigan.
The series is the regular season finale for
both teams, but both teams have long since
clinched spots in the playoffs.
For all intents and purposes, the race for the
regular season title in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association is over - if the Falcons
can repeat the 6-2 and 5-4 sweep over the
Wolverines they accomplished earlier this
season.
Indeed, the CCHA title, a possible bid to the
NCAA tournament, and the top seeding in the
CCHA tournament all rest on the shoulders of
this young Falcon team, and it is there for the
taking.

are now accepting applications
for:
Editors, copy editors, photographers, news and
sports reporters
Deadline: Tuesday. March 2 at 5 p.m.
Apply: 106 University Hall
««9^^>^^K^H^H^VW9«^^^H^V^I^K^1^^^H^V^C^>^-^H^X^H^>
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CAMPUS
MANOR
(Next to Sterling Milk & Dorsey Drugs)
SUMMER
LEASES

But the Wolverines, currently in fourth
place in the CCHA won't make it easy by any
means, for the series is just as important to
them. If Michigan sweeps the series, they will
overtake the third-place Michigan Tech
Huskies, who are idle this weekend. If they
are swept, the Wolverines stand the chance of
iropping to fifth place, losing their home-ice
advantage for the first round of the league
playoffs.
BG HAD complete control of its own destiny
two weeks ago, but successive splits with the
last-place teams in the league, Ohio State and
Miami, have made the race close. A BG loss
coupled with a Michigan State win would put
the Spartans into first place.
Falcon coach Jerry York put it simply but
effectively when he said, "We'll be ready for a
good Michigan team this weekend. A lot is at
stake for Both teams, so it should be an
outstanding series."
The game will also hold some personal
drama tor Falcon senior co-captain George
McPhee, who is three points away from becoming the all-time leading scorer in CCHA
history. McPhee currently has 253 points, two

points shy of the record set by Northern
Michigan's Bill Joyce.
Senior forward Andre Latreille said the
team realizes the pressure to win this weekend, and the second chance BG was given
when Notre Dame upset Michigan State,
Monday, to allow the Falcons to remain in
first place.
"It is really an important series - these
could be the two most important games of the
season," Latreille said. "We just want to
maintain a good pace going into the playoffs.
We want to play well and go into the playoffs
in first place.
"It was hard for us losing last weekend
against Miami. Not to take anything away
from Miami, but a team of our caliber should
have won that game. We were down, but we're
really happy that Notre Dame won to give us
another chance to win it."
There is still a limited number of general
admission tickets available for tonight's game
at the Ice Arena, while tomorrows contest will
be played at the Yost Ice Arena in Ann Arbor.

Home playoff site at stake in BG-MU battle
by Joe Menzer
sports editor

1 or 2 person $220.00 Month ($110. Ea.)
3 person $240.00 Month ($80. Ea.)
4 person $280.00 Month ($70. Ea.)

In a span of just three
days, Bowling Green's basketball team went from
playing for the Mid-American Conference regular
season title to battling for a
home-court advantage in
the first round of the MAC
post-season playoffs.
Last Wednesday night's
loss to Ball State in Muncie, Ind., ended any Falcon
hopes of capturing the

A/C Paid as well as most other utilities
Model Open 12-4 weekdays and
11 am-12 noon on Saturdays
Phone 352-9302 or 352-7365 Evenings

MEMO TO FACULTY AND STAFF: New Model Home Featured
Luxury Living at
Affordable Prices
$48,900-$55,200
'

121/2%
*xed Conventional
Financing
w

Monthly pyml of $416.13

20% down

newlove
Alber.Newlove

rea|ty(

jnc.

MAC regular season
crown. Now, even though
BG can finish no lower
than in a tie for third place
in the MAC, a loss to Miami in Anderson Arena
tomorrow could cost the
Falcons a home site in next
Tuesday's opening round
of the MAC tourney.
A Falcon win would not
only clinch a home site for
the playoffs, but also would
assure BG of at least a tie
for second place in the
MAC.
"People think too negatively sometimes," BG
coach John Weinert said.
"We were picked for sixth
in the league before the
season (by the media), and
we were playing for the
championship in the next
to last game."
If the Redskins upset the
Falcons, both teams would
finish with 9-7 MAC records. If Northern Illinois
(currently tied with BG at
9-6) wins at Toledo and
Eastern Michigan (8-7)
knocks off Ball State (11-4)
in Ypsilanti, Mich., both
NIU and EMU teams

would also be tied for second with 9-7 marks.
ACCORDING TO the
MAC's system of breaking
ties for tournament seeding purposes, the Falcons
would get bumped all the
way down to fifth and
would be forced to travel to
the fourth-place school's
court for their first round
game. That fourth-place
team, in this instance,
would be NIU.
The MAC's tie-breaking
formula compares the record of each of the tied
teams against each other.
For example, going into
tomorrow's games MU is
3-2 against NIU, EMU and
BG; NIU is 3-3 against MU.
EMU and BG; and EMU is
3-2 against MU, NIU and
BG. The Falcons, on the
other hand, own just a 2-3
mark against MU, EMU
and Nllf
Therefore, BG desperately needs a win in its 8
p.m. contest against the
Redskins, tomorrow night,
even though a loss would
not necessarily mean a
loss of the home-court ad-

vantage in the first round
of the playoffs. Both EMU
and NIU must also win
tomorrow for BG to lose
that advantage.
But the fact that the possibility exists may serve as
a motivating factor for a
BG team that understandably is down after Wednesday's loss to BSU, Weinert
said.
"A TEAM THAT stays in
the race the longest and
comes up with nothing gets
down the most," Weinert
said. "We tried talking to
them (BG's players) on the
bus on the way back. We
reminded them that we set
three goals before the season: to have our fourth
winning season in a row; to
win the MAC; and to go to
the NCAAs. Well, we have
one of them already, and
we obviously didn't get the
second one. But we can
still get the third one."
To do that, the Falcons
would have to win the MAC
tourney. The winners of
the first-round games advance to the semi-finals
next weekend at Crisler
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Congratulations
to

Delta Zeta's
, Dixie Electric Co. ,
lac.
An Entertainment Utility

DEPTH CHARGE
PARTY
SATURDAY - FEB. 27th
A DIXIE DEPTH CHARGE IS A HOUSE
SPECIALTY SERVED IN A DIXIE DESIGNED
MASON JAR that is Yours
to keep with every purchase of
A DIXIE DEPTH CHARGE. AND if
you think Mai Tais, Zombies
or Petrif ier are Potent, wait till
you try a DIXIE DEPTH CHARGE.

New Actives
Janet Barken
Denise Cappy
Karen Cellars
Patti D'Angelo
Theresa Guella
Lisa Hughes
JoAnne Kuhn
Michelle Lapierre
Sue Lehman

Nancy Mack
Anne Moser
Lisa Musial
Marybeth Nedrich
Cindy Nelson
Michele Pittro
Karen Schmeiding
Dana Shively
Michele Yankovich

DINING FOR A
SMALL PLANET]
Op«n Tues..Wed..Thurs.
4:30-6:30p m

'A Dining Alternative'
Vegetarian Dishes
featuring
Tuesday Night: Fisherman's Platter
Wednesday Night: Batterdip Chicken Dinner
Thursday Night: Shrimp Dinner

BRING YOUR NON VEGETARIAN FRIENDS
in for

This Drink is Designed to Self-Destruct
your Digestive System Deliriously
So...Come Plug yourself Into

A DIXIE DEPTH CHARGE!

Steak Night Special
•Wednesday, March 3
$5.05
or $6.00 with Salad Bar
Coupons Accepted
Located in the Pheasant Room, 2nd floor
of the University Union
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Arena in Ann Arbor, Mich.
For now, though, all
thoughts of doing that must
be put aside and BG must
concentrate on the
Redskins, a team that has
beaten them in 13 of the
last 14 meetings. And to
beat the 'Skins, the Falcons must find a way to
stop 6-foot-9 George Sweigert, who muscled in 23
points in a 78-68 MU win
over BG last month in Oxford. Sweigert is among
the MAC leaders in scoring
(17.2 ppg). rebounding
(8.2), field goal percentage
(.538) and free throw
shooting (.809).
"People say 'hey, he
doesn't have much talent,'
hut I tell you - he just
might be the best big man
in the conference right
now," Weinert said. "He's
really been coming on this
season. He's really a fine
player now; you can attribute that to hard work."

Gretzky's pace
remains hot
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) What does Wayne Gretzky
do for an encore?
"I'm only worrying
about No. 80, then going
from there." said the 21year-old Edmonton Oilers'
super scorer after he got
Nos. 77, 78 and 79 Wednesday night in a 6-3 victory
over the Buffalo Sabres.
Gretzkv's three goals
came in the final 6:36 of the
game. His first of the night
- on a 10-foot wrist shot
that went under Sabres
goalie Don Edwards - gave
him the only major National Hockey League offensive record he did not
' hold: most goals in one
season.
"One hundred is still 21
away so there's no use
thinking about it."
But at his current pace he scored the 79 goals in 64
games, 14 fewer than it
took Phil Esposito to set
the old mark of 76 in 1970-71
- he would get 98 goals.
And, with 176 points, 12
more than the NHL mark
he established last season,
Gretzky appears headed
for a 220-point campaign.
"I'm sure someday
somebody will break my
records, said Gretzky,
who could make it awfully
difficult simply by continuing his play of the last four
games, in which he has
scored five points apiece.
Esposito was asked how
far he thought Gretzky
could go.
"Oh, 95 goals or something," he said. "And 200
points is a cinch."

Professional

i more than
an art.
\rVhen It comes lo getting.
a job in professional photoglophy. creativity isn't enough
You also need strong technical and proctcol skills
That's why. at the Ohio
institute of Photography, all
our instructor are professional photographers so
you II graduate thinking like
a professional
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'Last hurrah' tomorrow for women tankers defend title
confident BG wrestlers
by Keith Walther
News staff reporter

a result of an injury to 190pounder Terry Wiseman,
who seperated his shoulder. 177-pounder Doug
Randolph (13-11 on the season) will move up to 190
and senior co-captain John
Ice (2-3) will hold down the
177 weight class this weekend.
The other change involves Junior Bob Colatruglio, who will be
dropped to the 126 weight
class from 134, where tie
has wrestled every match
at this season and compiled a 13-8 record. Regular 126-pounder Mike
Lehman (10-13) will take
his place at 134.
"Both moves will give us
a chance to score some
more points," Riesen said.
"The 190 weight class is
not nearly as tough as 177.
Randolph can get us some
points there, even if he
doesn't place.
"Colatruglio decided to
drop down to 126 on his
own," Riesen continued.
"He had been beaten four
times this year in the MAC
at 134. Cutting the weight
might take away from his
strength a little at first, but
he will be all right."
Riesen said that he feels
the Falcons realistically
have a chance of placing in
six of the ten weight
classes. Heading the Bst
will be senior co-captains
Greg Westhoven and Milo
Sanaa. Westhoven will
wrestle at 142 and will take
a 19-5-1 (five pins) record

by Kermit Howe
Newt staff reporter
In what will be the Bowling Green wrestling program's final hurrah (the
grapplers were dropped
from varsity status yesterday by the University), the
vastly-improved Falcons
will take to the mats this
weekend in the Mid-American Conference
championship tournament
at Centennial Hall in Toledo.
BG's wrestling team had
its best season since 196566 this year, posting a dual
match record of 10-4. But
all of that success will do
nothing more than get
them better seeds individually at the MAC tourney
this weekend.
Fifth-year BG coach
Pete Riesen sees this tourney as "a second season"
and thinks his squad will
do much better than in past
MAC tourneys. In the past
four years under Riesen,
BG has finished no higher
than ninth in a field of ten.
"I think that we should
do no worse than fifth
place as a team," Riesen
said. "I've said all season
long that I think we are a
better tourney team than a
dual team. But everybody's got to do their job."
Riesen has made some
changes in the Falcon
lineup that wrestled intact
for the most part of this
season.
ONE CHANGE comes as

Cinema Ul

into tourney action, while
Sanda sports a 21-5 mark
at 167. Riesen feels both
could take firsts.
Rounding out the list are
1 Impound sophomore Phil
Weirich (19-6-0), 150-pound
junior Mike Gerken (22-8),
158-pound sophomore Tom
Bridges (11-4), and Colatruguo. According to Riesen, all six could place
third or better. Lehman
and heavyweight Joe
Prchlik could also provide
some team points.
A look at the final MAC
standings reveals that BG
placed sixth in the conference with a 2-4 mark and
was third in the overall
record stackings. Kent
State grabbed first with a
6-0, 11-2 record while Toledo (7-1 both conference
and overall) grabbed a
close second. Central
Michigan (5*1, 7*1),
Ohio University (4-2, 5-4),
and Northern Illinois (3-21, 8*2) all finished ahead
of the Falcons in conference action.
"If these guys could
really come through, we
could win it all," Riesen
said.
Preliminary rounds will
take place today in afternoon and evening sessions and the finals will be
wrestled tommorrow at 12
noon.

The top challengers to
de-throne BG appear to be
Eastern Michigan and Miami, who both defeated the
Falcons this season in dual
meet competition. However, both meets were very
close and a championshiptype meet is a totally dif-

With the tapering of the
swimmers all completed,
the women are primed for
the event.

"When you get into a
championship-type meet
with a lot of teams competing, it is a lot harder to run
away with it," Zwierlein
said. "There is more competition and you nave to
worry about more than
just one team."
BG will be led by Penny
Currie, who set a school
record this year in the
1,000-yard freestyle, and
Cathy Schmitz, who set a
school record in the 200breaststroke.
Other top performers for
the Falcons will be freshman Amy Kindy in the
freestyle events. Donna
Homberger in the backstroke, Terry Alexander in
the butterfly, and Mary
Jane Harrison and Marcia

"I'll still take our
chances against anyone,"
Zwierlein said. "Miami
will have the advantage of
the home pool, but we expect to peak for the
(meet). It should be a good
close meet."

TO HAVE HIS BABY

Houses, Efficiencies, & Rooms

CALL 352-9378
Rental Office Located At The
New Cherrywood Health Spa

FORMAL SAWMILL CREEK RESORT
FEBRUARY 26,1982
Bob & Gwynne
Dirk & R0
JoJo & Becky
Brian & Laurie
Chris & Lori
David & Lisa
Joe & Bev
Scott & Michele
Tim & Holly
Mike & Jan
Keith & Lisa
Willie & Becky
Rich & Jennifer
Brad & Kathy
Jeff & Cheryl
Greg & JoAnne
Jim & Mary Anne
Chris & Carol

Need Help Finding A Job?
Scad 11.00 lor Portage aad HaacUaf to:

MIDWEST EDUCATIONAL ADVERTISING
BOX 9505
CANTON, OHIO 44711

WE HAVE THE ANSWER!
^•wS»«<5-»^v5»«5~<*

March 5

Chip & Qina
Stan & Sue
Ray & Kim
Jaque & Tulip
Marco & Stella
Bruto & Leopitus
Frankie & Freda
Steve & Allison
Jeff & Sandy
Steve & Connie
Terry & Laurel
Willy & Susan
Brian & Lois
Rick & Sandy
Steve & Dawn
Doc & Pam
Ribet & Vicki
John & Dawn

Rich & Michele
Matt & Rosemary
Doug & Michelle
Jim & Cathy
Scott & Daphne
Larry & Lisa
Hariball & Qoldie
Mike & Janet
Ritt & Deb
Larry & Sally
Jeff & Eva
Otto & April
Herbert & Ho
Malaka Brothers

Performing

TONIGHT

I OWE You
An Apology!

HE WANTS

(furnished 2 bedroom)
• HAVEN HOUSE •PIEDMONT
only $500.00 for the on|y $400.00 for the
entire summer
entire summer

PHI KAPPA PSI WINTER

TEACHERS

Betsy

SPECIAL SUMMER
RATES

Scodova in the diving competition.
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INLY!!

The competition began
yesterday afternoon with
preliminary events and
will run through tomorrow
night. BG won the first
annual MAC title last year,
while Miami was runnerup.
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Bowling Green's women's swim team will defend
its Mid-American Conference championship this
weekend, as Miami hosts
the MAC women's swimming and diving
championships in Oxford.

ferent situation for the
swimmers, according to
BG coach Ron Zwierlein.
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8 PM-11PM
With Opening Act
Joel Brickner& Kathy Elliot

Seldom do you find a singer
that really (eels what he sings
..but then there is
Paul Skyland

$1 Admission in the
Side Door.
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PATERNITY

Greg,
From New Jersey

i
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"The Original"
Alpha Sigma Phi-Alpha Phi
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BEER BLAST & RAFFLE
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BEST SOUNO WCHARO POflTMAN A
DAVORONNE
BEST OWCHNAl SCORE DAVE ORUSW
AT 7:30 A (
SAT. MAT 2:00
SUN. MAT. 2:00 & 4:00

Domino's Pizza Relays

A
donation
from
every
pizza sold.

Domino1 * Pizza win make
a donation from every pizza
ordered on the date(a)
specified on left to help
•end our track teem to the
4th annual Domino1* Pizza
Relays at Florida State in
Tallahaseee. This NCAA
eanctloned event attracts
outstanding athletes from
around the country. It
will be nek) on Saturday &
Sunday, March 20 and 21.'

D*to(*) of donation*:
Friday, February 26
Saturday, February 27
Domino's Plna Delivers.'
1616 E. Wooster
Phone: 352-1539
»u —rtkujyiiBk
2ND BIG WEEK

I Ins

-ST.

Drivers enrry lees
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.

(Winner Need Not be present to win Grand Prize)

50 DOOR PRIZES FOR LUCKY RAFFLE TICKET
HOLDERS IF PRESENT AT THE RAFFLE

eion Oomnora nut Ms

(Bring Your Stubs!)

ALL PROCEEDS TO GO TO,THE WOOD COUNTY HEART FUND

our home
m think
its worth defending
MIIIMII IS

TAPS

GRAND PRIZE: A WEEKEND TRIP FOR
TWO TO ORLANDO

You can order a hot,
nutritious meal from
Domino'» Pizza and help
support our team I Free
30 minute delivery eervlce.
Gh* ue a call!

Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity and Alpha Phi Sorority would like to thank these Bowling Green Merchants for their generous support of FLORIDA FUNG:
■ AT 7 30
■ 8 46 PM
RATED

TIMOTHY HUTTON (TO)
GEORGE C. SCOTT

Pondero**
Sundance
Finder* Record* S Tapes
Ancraft InduMrie*
Kaulman'a Resluaranl
6 Domino's Pizza

7
8
8.
10
11
12

Myles Pizza
Myies Flowers, Inc
The Parrot 4 The Peacock
Godfather's Pizza
Mark's Pizza Pub
PisaneUo's Pizza

13
14
15
16
17
18

Lake Erie Sports. Inc
Burger King
Devy Jones' Locker
S»m B's
Ba*iun-Ro6bin*
Klever'a Jewelry

19
20
21
22
23
24.

The Source
T.O a Campus Comer
The Gelawey
Ha* Unkrmted
Wooster Wine
Pizza kin
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Cutbacks in athletics painful, but inevitable

by Joe Menzer
sports editor
Athletic directors at universities
across the nation face the unpleasant
and difficult task of trimming their
budgets without sacrificing quality in
their respective athletic programs.
That is a reality that hit the University hard when it was announced
yesterdav that four sports - wrestling,
field hockey, and men's and women s
indoor track - had been dropped from

ence has decided to cut back to eight
men's and eight women's
championships. Each school must
play in at least six."
Lessig said that he expects to see
cuts across the board in the MAC.
Some schools have already announced cutbacks similar to the ones
BG made yesterday.
Miami officials said earlier this
week that MU's men's and women's
track teams would be phased out,
soccer had already been eliminated,
and that none of the school's spring
sports teams would play during
spring break.
"Everybody's got financial problems," Lessig said.
Even though the athletic department will honor all grant-in-aid committments made to athletes in the
four sports dropped, those students
are - at least for now - athletes
without a sport.
The athletic department will also
assist any student-athletes in those
four sports who may wish to transfer.

THE MAC made a cost-saving
move just last week by reducing the
number of conference-sponsored
championships from nine to eight for
both the men and the women. Field
hockey, a women's sport, no longer is
sponsored by the MAC and neither is
men's cross country, although the
conference will still sponsor a women's cross country championship.
"The Presidents, obviously with the
support of the athletic directors,
came up with a new formula for the
Mid-American Conference," Lessig
said. "In the past, we have had to
sponsor 12 men's sports to remain in
NCAA Division I-A. Now (as of last
December), we only have to sponsor
eight. We try to sponsor an equal
number of sports for the women.
"The conference has sponsored
championships in nine sports in the
Bst and almost every MAC school
s played in all nine,' he continued.
"But with the reduction in the number
of sports we needed to sponsor (to
remain in Division I-A), the confer-

In a prepared statement yesterday,
varsity status in BG's athletic proLessig said, "we feel particularly bad
gram.
The man who reluctantly made the about the young athletes who came to
announcement yesterday was Univer- this campus to participate in one of
sity Athletic Director Jim Lessig. It the programs that has been dropped."
He probably did feel geniunely
was certainly not something he relished doing, but after much study of sorry for those athletes.
"I wish we didn't have these kind of
the situation and discussion between
Lessig, University Interim President eroblems, but we do - and they have
i be dealt with," Lessig said."I think
Dr. Michael Ferrari and the University's Intercollegiate Athletics Commit- what you're going to see at Bowling
tee, it became apparent that all other Green and at other schools in the
cost-cutting alternatives had been future is a move to drop sports."
BG will now oarticiaDte in seven
exhausted.
"You can't lust ignore it. The prob- men's MAC sponsored sports, includlem won't just go away," Lessig said ing football, basketball, swimming,
from his office earlier this week. "It's baseball, tennis, golf and outdoor
inevitable - we have to make a deci- track. In addition, BG will compete in
sion that results in savings for the cross country, soccer and hockey
outside of the MAC.
University."
BG will continue participating in all
LESSIG ADMITTED at that tune
that some sports would have to be eight women's sports that have MAC
"completely dropped" from varsity championships, including volleyball,
sports status. At that time, he was cross country, basketball, gymnasuncertain as to which sports would get tics, swimming, Softball, tennis and
the axe. Now, even that painful deci- outdoor track, as well as in one nonMAC sport - golf.
sion has been made.

Editor's note: In an Interview last
Monday, University Athletic Director
James Lessig discussed his recent
decision to take the athletic director's
position at the University of Kansas,
the NCAA's re-classiflcatioo of Bowling Green to Division I-AA in football,
and the University's decision to cot
varsity sports because of the current
financial crunch. In this, the final part
of a three-part series, Lesslg talks
about the cutbacks In BG's athletic
program.

Jacoby placed
on NCAA
Committee
COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) - Fred
Jacoby, the Mid-American Conference commissioner, has been
named to the 10-member executive
committee of the National Collegiate Athletic Association.
Jacoby replaces former MidAmerican Commissioner Bob
James, now the head of the Atlantic Coast Conference.
Jacoby, the MAC leader for the
last 11 years, has guided the conference through major expansion
of four te.-ms. He also serves as
chairman of the NCAA Research
and Postgraduate Scholarship
Committee and is active in the
Collegiate Commissioners Association.
The NCAA executive committee
oversees the organization's finances and its championships.

Congratulations Bill Maple on your selection as BG News Senior
Sales Representative for Spring Quarter 1982!
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B«l Education on Friday «found pMM

C0440AATULATION6 PALL PLIOOS6 an

caertobmM 372-1375

oamg nesehyte and to CAROL LOFTIS tar
Mfhaat aeera an Me pledge Mat THE
SISTERS AM VERY PROUO OF EACH

DESPERATE RI0ED NEEDED TO EXIT 13

AMD EVERY NEOPHYTE. LOVE, THE AC-

TTVES.

TNFEB 5 CALL JOLENE 2 4321

Con«retutellone la aH tha aoror tty women
-no rillliU award* al Panhat SeNof-

SERVICES OFFERED

affMp Deserts. Lava, lha Sletera a* Chi

CONGRATULATIONS TO BARB SCOTT
ABORTION

ON YOUR CABINET POSITION ON PAN

TOLL FREE

HEL AS mTTRAMURAL REPRESENTATIVE
WE ARE VERY PROUO OF YOU' LOVE

9 00 AM - 10 OOPM
1-600-416-603*

THE CIS-OS
CONTESTANT SMN-UPS FOR MISS BGSU
SCHOLARSHIP PAOEAMT FEB. 16-FEB.

TUCKER TYPING

proleeatonM. masons-

DM. tUl-Nna typing service

Nancy. 352-

M W 42! STUDENT SERVICES SLOG
AMY QUESTIONS CALL: HOUV CAMP
SELL.

CONTESTANT

COORDINATOR

HH4N

0609

ROW NK3HT AT 1:30? COME AMD DO
YOUR THING AT THE FLORIDA FUND
BEER BLAST. N

E

COMMONS

Your ah— M 6 4-EVA. ROT

Bath ii provide tw ftraoaSt and man.

LOVE ALWAYS MICHELE

vou nava tha three and an
For ma) • your big day. Happy Bwhdsy'
Q4YM
OF YOU—WFAL QENEAAL MANAGER!
WHAT
A
SURPRISE I
CUB6-PATTH * KBIT.

LOVE-YOUR

LYNNE-SO

SPECIAL

WHETHER NEAR OR FAR

YOU

ARE.

PLEDGING

WAS BEST. WHEN I GOT YOU OVER THE
REST

GREAT JOB ON PLEDGING
ALPHA PHI HAVE FUN LOVE. JUD

MIKE

ROBERTS—CONGRATULATIONS

ON BEING CHOSEN OUTSTANDING OE
1

OLOQY STUDENT AT BGSU GOOO JOB

Lovt. tie PN Mus

HAPPY 22ND BIRTHDAYHII
TAKE IT EASY OR YOU WON'T
LOVE. SUE
PS NAPPY BELATED 22ND B—DAY

OUR FUTURE IS CLEAR. THERE

you deserve BT6DP

WILL ALWAYS BE CHEER" I NEED YOU

*

FLORIDA FUNO BEER BLAST

SO MUCH AND I LOVE YOU A BUNCH

SATURDAY. PEEL 27. 646

LOVE ALWAYS. UL AMY

AT THE NX COMMONS

Formal ares a apacel night. ispacaMi for

ALTERNATE BEVERAGE AVAILABLE

you Lnoa Hanaan CongraMaSoni on your

PROCEEDS TO THE WOOD COUNTY
HEART FUNO.

Pendleton Mgt. Co.
New Location
853 Napoleon Apt #5
Still have some great apartments available
for Spring or Fall
Village Green
352-6167

Fremont. Ohw 43420 (419)334-9621

OOTIABLE CALL 352- 7189

Has lha aemestsr change and shortened
summer made your summer job search

bar toanaas Please napty you luectous lool
you1 Swjned Larry

M OR F UTH. INCL. CABLE TV.

JEAN

ATTENTION

1 F RMTE NEEDED NOW

362 6985
t F. rmte. weeded to there race apt on 5th
Qtther 352 7269 or 352-4491

Hay al you beach buma1 Grab your surt-

QFFS' JACK AND AMY

board and aungMaaea and gat raady lor lha

THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI EPSk-ON

Please eel 364-1670

Data Gemma» beach date party March 6'

WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE RON

F. RMTE. NEEDED FOR SPfL QTR.

Catch A WAVE'

COATES, MBXE MiNtCHElLO, AND DAVE
MHEUCK ON THEIR INDUCTION INTO

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE. RENT
VERY NEGOTIABLE. CALL M3S61M

THE GOLDEN TORCH SOCIETY
THIS IS 8 30 TO 9 00 M THE
MAROI GRAS KISSING BOOTH
WHO ARE YOU?

YOUR THE BEST I LOVE YA' MJM

Just want to say. hops you

HOW LONG HAS IT BEEN SINCE YOUVE

Have a territ.c day'

HEARD A GREAT BAND FOR THE COST

You're lha bast Happy Brthday

OF SIOC COME TO THE FLORIDA
FUNG SAT NIGHT AND HEAR THE BAND

Your tovmg Loe

ARE

Ml

AT

To Our Favorite Reg.

Who We Love The Meat
NAPPY MNOt

qtr.

Cel 352-6960
rmle

nsadad now or Spr

Qtr

Own

bdrm Very ctooe to campoe barwvl Falcon
Paua ONy $135 mo no utl 352-6484
eves or 2-2247 omce hrs

oBar.Ph 362-7365
M rmte wanted Own Bdrm nqukytapt on
S Eresrpnee 6 MS)
downtown

JEANS-N-

rmte

CONGRATULATIONS TO SUE MOBSNO

Tham tor your hoaptttUty 6 aM tha good

SORRY ABOUT SAT NIGHT LETS TALK

Mr—a hopa thara'a many moral Marl|ana.

I WANT TO WIPE THE SLATE CLEAN ME

OFFaSt HC4JR8: 11-3

3TU0ENTS NEEO EXTRA MONEY? WORK

FM 6 Summer Rants*

Read CM 352 5604

Near Cumpue 382-7386
■■Sim

Mtchen ulH

T1ABLE

eeeh tar 2. No lease. SSI Derby Si. aM 7m

Hteted..

wesherldryar.

a^MWFtSuM

1 M non amoker needed tor ouwl apl. 1

Apt tar lubtaaaa WB. S Spr Qtrs Brand
newfurrashsd 1 bdrm. 1 bft from campue

S33S 352

CMevenmga 352-2443

BRAND NEW
CLOSE TO CAMPUS APT FOR RENT
SPR QTR PH 362 1230
2 bdrm apt for 1962 83 school year CM
1-267-3341
2 bdrm torn apts. 831 7th Si Tsnsnt pays

1 M rmto tor Spring Quarter

Campus Manor Now Renang tor •ummer

LrNTVERSfTV VILLAGE

Space! r mener rstss AX 352-9302 or

PMess phone 353-3085

AC Raw kMujBkj far surnmer snd MB.
C— S6S-6S8S sWar 4 pe.

1 P.. HbOrmo. ar ItOOrmst.

Oft

Qtr

_

624 SIXTH ST. APTS. 2 bdrm. fully ham.

Apt- AessL now. 1 or 2 F. aMtla hausa.

Spr

1 or 2 bdrm apta tor 82-83

Apartments end Itousai

school yr Across from csmpus BUM In
1961 Energy tmewnt Located at 51 7 E

Uttl.

from carnpus

CALL 352-7646
FOR RENT

1F.RMTE NEEDEDFORSPR OTR NICE

_^_^_

SPR OTR FURN

NESS CALLMON 2-5 PM I 389 1365

APT CLOSE TO CAMPUS RENT NEGO
CALL SUE AFTER 5PM 352

1 BORM APT FOR RENT

FULL OR PT THAE AT YOUR OWN BUS!

Low ram ArC Owm bdrm Cof. 362 5641

3304

303 I2S MAM ST

352 9457 362-3841

372-2451.

352-7366 a

only staMrtoty

9 mo

Mesa

CM John

Newtove Reel EsMM 352 6653
2 bdrm (urn apt lor FM 1982 CM 382-

APARTMENT

FOR

RENT

2883 706 Severah 81.

, SPRBsO QUARTER CALL 352 1496
Onkyo ReceNar - 25 watts
$70 00

Emc aval Surnrrer Cxertar $135 warn uN
CM Sham. 362-2280

372-6293

1 bdrm apts tor 1982 83 school year CM
1-287-3341.

Prater older, eertous student

needed Spr

Quarter

SBoVrno.

pkisekK CaSKevto 364-1684

Rabacca-you raally era a true Irtandl

•pace, laundry faceees. and storsge cages

weft to csmpus or

Rent nag 362-1448.
M

Design maters

t.tra otoeM S Morags

CM Bis Coooeraave Education Othos M

EFFICIEN-Y
Lessee wS accept reasonable rent

NEEDED M RMTE FOR SPR.
OWN BDRM CALL 352-2068

Luther
352-2276

Forest Apartments

TICKET FALCON
INFORMATION
BASKETBALL

MAC 1st ROUND PLAYOFFS AT BGSU

IF the Falcons host a 1 si round playoff game, it w« be played on Tuesday. March 2 at 8:00
p.m. m BQSU'a Anderson Arena. RESERVED SEAT SEASON TICKET HOLDERS ONLY may purchase their regular seat locations (oaowing the BGMtami game on Feb 27 Season ticket holders
may also purchase tickets on Sunday. Feb. 28 from 12:00 (noon) • 3.00 p.m. and Monday. March 1
trom 9:00 - 5:00 at tha Memorial Hall Ticket Office. Reserved seat season ticket holders have until
5:00 p.m. on Mar 1 to renew their seats.
Ticket sales for the GENERAL PUBLIC. STUDENTS, and CHILDREN will begin on Sunday. Feb.
28 from 12:00 (noon) • 3:00 p.m. and will resume on Monday. March 1 at 9:00 a.m. in the Memorial
Hal Ticket Office.

Student General Admission: $2.00
Adult General Admission: $3.00
Reserved Bench Seat: $4.00
Reserved Chair Seat: $5.00

352-6985

ALL-SPORTS PASS NOT VALID FOR PLAYOFFS
i wm m m • m'

HOCKEY: CCHA 1st ROUND PLAYOFFS AT BGSU

T-SHIRT
SALE
UNION
LOBBY

MARCH 1st-5th MONDAY-FRIDAY
9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

2

Al uN fum except atac Now Ussmg tor

Arts or Oraphlc

WANTED F RMTE FOR APT

student needad to 61 house near cam-

Lave, See and Sara. P.S. Whet's s Mere

TWNQS. S>1 RIDGE STREET

ae NO DEPOSIT 362 5016

Bill.
F

fum

Ftae

cMM vHton

BOGGS REAL ESTATE

Donl rreas out"

CALL DEB 352-3971

apt 3 bM from campue o<*y $ 118 i elec

Large

AC

operang tor s OjuMBsd Jursor tolerasMd?

1 F. rmte lor spr Qtr 1 bft from csmpus

be vegetarian I rxin-smoher face 2 bdrm

ROCK LEDGE MANOR:

bdrm luxury apes 2 M baths, rjahwsahar.

Coaparatrva Eduoakon OMoa el 372-2461
tor mora irecrmaaon.

•umme- t IM 860 SUBl St. M S Ceasgs

CaS363-1661

SPR OTR. CLOSE TO CAMPUS CHEAP

F nata needed now or tor Spr Qtr Must

2 bdrm

a peymg. pert-time Production Aasilsni

Great coal

POOL $103 mo

pus
On Friday Nile Wall Make a Teast.

aajr.

' Qlrs

apis

F rsMs lor apt qtr

F
TO THE BIRTHDAY MERC.

needed

tor i

turn Near campua CM 364 12T6

2M RmeM (leaded tor Apr Qtr Brandnaw

spr qtr 5 inn. weft to carnpus. Si lOWno

OVER SAE'S GOOO LUCK IN THE PLAY-

roommate

^

4 BORM HOUSE TO SUBLET. SPR AND
SUMMER OTRS 3 VACANCIES. 146
MANVXLE 362-1689

made a. A Toledo Graphic Design Firm has

2 people nasoed to rent 2 bdrm. house tor

CALL SSfrttSS

Longbranch Saloon 352-3701

BANDANAS

Claims representative aSSMJS rxereons m a
Toledo Agency Pay » $5 25.hr CM the

rent and aM Cat 352-2948

SPfL QTR SO BMP SAM IS

OH 46414.

Apt

lleerel Aria Juntars Neastaeh

FURN APT WTR S SPR. OTRS

2 M to ehera turn spartmant spr Qtr low

DESPERATE—NEED F. RMTE.

Call 1I2-37W.

To my wonderful Superman

2l38tor toN^vkwramos

720 MANVILLE. HOUSE 352-2488
CONTACT JIM METZQf R

ONLY S98 '6 MO PLEASE CALL JAMIE

rjmcMT? Our company SM has posMons
open tor herdwonung students Cel 354

M RMTE TO SHARE

RMTE NEEDED SPR OTR

SSSOiqtr He utlirtlas University Village

PASTEL SWEATSUITS AND MATCHING

162-4406

ler Four to eight hours per r«onth Ptaese

FOR ALL COLO TURKEYS ALL

1

PN Mu-Sgma F*B Epaion aaaSirtnp to 6*
Low. Your Phi Mu Staters

ho ass ears. onass^nksweNlp. Chad wei-

CAMPUS' HAVE OWN BDRM' RENT NE-

TEKE B-BALL TEAM

TRY NOT TO REPEAT LAST WEEKENO'

CorwAaMnt nsadad M Bathaads Care Cenhome wMh asWAsesi winded k^dhrtdual
(20's) In eachenoe tar light aerdawMa).

DoubM prtchors S buckett

aA|ACir_.THE FEATURE OF THE EVE

Bogga Real Estato 303 1/2 8 MMn. 352
9457 or 362-3841.

Aaeooale Recorde Tachncian

Bethaada Care Center 600 N Brush St .

Happy Hours 4-7 30 pm

1028

2 bdrm

eel or wnte Larry Dunn. Admtwskator

Keep in touch Love Mcheki

Hay PN Data
LETS GET PHYSICAL

Merry

WHO ARE VOU?

Female

GREAT VICTORY

621 E

NOW LEASING 1982 1963 School year

2451 rcrdatsas

ACF.OSS FROM THE WfNCeaKL*

John Dorko Can you baseve Rs bean 17

turn apts Tsnsnt pays orsy staotrtoBy. 9

nesources Mgrm.. must have hed one

TBA OR STEVE 363 7011

months aaaeoy? Only Ihrae mora weeks.

REMATO' Sorry we taraetl

Near unrverMry

nel mgmi trainee Jumor or Senior Human

TNs posftton wB fB taM-donl mass your

ATTENTION: AFT. AVAIL. SPfL QTR.

INQ TO EILEEN' THE BROTHERS

campus 353 3666

OovoMnd srse oorporaeon nasds s parson-

course in personnel Pay e S6/hr to start

only remember her by tha surgery dona on

KAPPA SKJMA-ALPHA GAM LAVAUER

MARE IT TILL YOUR 23RO'"

CenpjrMuamQiM on your

engagement Wa wish you al la happlnass

YOUR

$200 ncftid M uM Ccepersave landtord

opporturary* CM lha Co-op Ohlce at 372

NEEDED SPR QTR.

A S Cosaga lor 82/83 school year Csf

JOHN-CONGRATULATIONS ON

Mouses S arts Fum. S unfum. Ctoes to

CM Sara 3720260

MEED: 1 F. RMTE. FOR

CALL 362-3088

Buddy

HELP WANTED

SPR. OTR. OWN ROOM, tl 2sMO

37g-473t

b know what? I love U

to celebrate n style1 Love always, your

^^

Fum aMc aval, apr qtr Next to campue

F RMTE NEEDED SPR QTR TO SHARE
TOWNHOUSE 30 SECOND WALK FROM

GOOO LUCK

Joel. Happy 21 st B-dey buddy* Tans to put
out the Oder. II bring ma gm-We're gomg

Mefte aura you guys are on lane"

257-3292

CaJTImW-TOII

THE NEW DELTA TAU DELTA PRESIDENT'

Leva and Kesea and * B
Dab rbeftar known as Heddy)

tent MuM see'CM Cathy at 363 7351 or

1977 Toyota Cesca Good cond AW TM
radto. arse S3.160 CsSattsr 7 pm 354
1700

I OR 2 MALE RMTES

WILEY DOUG- CONGRATULATIONS TO

What Ph» Mu could paaa the by?
Wal be mart not much War than mna.

For ram Nice 2 bdrm apt to eubtoeae unH
June 16 E.caienl tocebon and nssonaoli

mo. Mesa John Newtove Reel Estota 352
6663

CAUSS4>tSS7

Have s grsM waafcand at horns

Our taa tonight m with ma Theia Cms

SPECIAL SACRIFICE SALE
Harmon Kardon rscerver-20 watta.
gktHcs Sphers -2 way. Nordtos ski boots
sM 10 (new) Csf Dave 362-8288

s ear ear In personnel?

F rmte needed. 1962-83 school year Lg
2 bdrm fum apt $l20'mo 372-8133 or

PML

Thanks 4 rhe 2 Das! month, ol my Wa
l'l rm* you s bunch

by today at tha UAO ofico" »2'paraon

DM) and Scott

Janmy.

-THEPHPSIS

GO SHOPPING AT SOUTHWYCK MALL
10 30-5PM TOMORROW-S«gn up

B.BRYMER
BIG

ALL-THE BROTHERS OF ALPHA StOMA

tha grl I sew runrang around Cnm St Can

MALAKA BROTHERS ARE COMING'

M M your lava thtaua* plilalffl' lose.

0000 LUCK THaS WEEKEND AT M.AC'S

THE BEST ONE YETI WE LOVE VOU

You brought s lufl moon to my ayes. Fab

MALAKA BROTHERS ARE COMING'

NPtG""'

DAWN NOEL:

DAY' LET'S MAKE TOMORROW NKttfT

23 M 1 a m I'm in tova and leerchmg for

DaNd—Thank you tat your concam, ancawragamam. caring, undaratandlng. and

BETH REYNOLDS—WE ARE SO PROUO

evenings Laaas 352 2443.

Sarvce aveMoN M JEANS-^4-THWGS

SHARI. P K

FROM

CAMPUS- CALL U*4QH.

Leai coat-Feat deUver*

531 RKtaaSt

ACROSS

YEAR OF HARD WORK AND PLANMHQ.

Sanssry Ory Ctaarang

MALAKA BROTHERS ARE COMING'

APTS-RMHT

IDA FtNQ S3 IS HERE! IT'S BEEN A FULL
BUT WE'VE FINALLY REACHED THE SSO

1ST 6. Main. HM11I.

GOOO LUCK YOUR BIG

MANOR

Wanted I F rmte wtr I spr. gfes Brand
naw tum sot i t* trom carnpus. Csf

any printed » tar S» si HsoM PrlnHng.

LEE ANNE-CONGRATULATlONS

HEY YOU FUN PERSON' I HOPE YOU

OANAMKJUE
HAPPY BIRTHDAY'

TO THE SISTERS OF ALPHA PM—FLOR-

HEARTS' LOVE YOUR BIO BRO QABES
LITTLE

HAVE A FANTASTIC WEEKENO PLEASE

And I UKI M tool'!

DONA-

TIONS OO TO THE HEART FUND. THANK
YOU. ALPHA SIGMA PHI AND ALPHA PHI

PERSON APT. FOR SPfL QTR. CAMPUS

Raauma special' Typeset and u.MassMai

64 THE NEST
DAMMIT RANET-I LOVE YOUI

WANTED: 1 or 2 F'S TO BURLS. A 4-

YOUR NEW POSmON WITH THE GOLDEN

CHOCOLATE CUPCAKES

ARE YOUR DOING ANYTHING TOMOR-

GOOD

SiiO.'MO

SrCStC:

T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS

U'L UMM-CONGRATULATIONS ON

CREAM CHEESE FILLED

PERSONALS

AND

NEEDED SPR

THANKS FOR THE SIGN!

T-SHIRTS

OREO

OR 14 CAN LEAVE AFTER 11 00 AM

BEER

MALE RMTE

CLOSE TO CAMPUS.

CALL 352 3621

VOU OUYS MADE MY DAY"
KAREN W.

YOUR THE GREATEST" CYNDI

ON YOUR NEW VP
POSITION
I
COULDN'T BE MORE PROUD OF YOU

ERS.

OF

1 SO

The Falcon hockey team wa host the 1st round of tha CCHA playoffs at BGSU the weekend of
March 5-7. The exact dates of the two game, total goal series are dependent on whether the Falcon
basketball team plays In Ann Arbor, Ml.
t

IF the Falcon basketball team reaches the MAC semi-finals, the CCHA hockey games wM be
played on March 8-7 at 7:30 p.m. If the basketball team does not reach Ann Arbor, the hockey
game* wa be played on March 5-6 at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets for the two game aeries wa go on sate Monday. March 1 at 9:00 a.m. In the Memorial
Hal rickety Office Telephone orders cannot be accepted.

Student General Admission: $2.00
Adult General Admisssion: $3.00
Reserved Bench Seat: $4.00
ALL-SPORTS PASS NOT VALID FOR PLAYOFFS

